
Feng Shui Tidbits 
Entrance of your home 
a Must be kept clean and free of clutter.  That means no mail, boxes, shovels. Trash, etc.  
a A doormat outside or inside of doorway slows down the chi before it enters your home. 
a Have a bright, well lit entry way.  A light should be on in the doorway when you come home to welcome good energy in. 
a The doorway area should always feel fresh with flowers, inviting aroma, brightly painted & well lit. 
a A designated place near the door for guests to leave their shoes.  The Chinese do not wear shoes in the home because it  
           brings in gum, mucus, feces, etc from the street to your floor where you walk bare foot, and it energetically represents    
           people bringing their problems into your home and leaving them there to interfere with your home’s peacefulness. 

Kitchen 
a The kitchen is the place that nourishes the family both literally and energetically. 
a It is best if you can NOT see into the kitchen from the front door of the home.  If you can, you must do something to cover  
           the kitchen doorway.  Energetically, visible access to the kitchen from the front door gives way to problems with weight,  
           eating disorders and other nourishment related health problems  

Bathrooms 
a Bathrooms are the place were we rid ourselves of dirt and bodily waste.  It is the room energetically and physically set up  
           to “get rid of” what we no longer need or want.  Energetically, that includes money! 
a Keep toilet seat and lid down when not in use.  Also, close all the drains with lids or at the very least, keep the bathroom  
           closed at all times. 
a Keeping your toilet seat up and bathroom door open is the energetic equivalent of saying “here, take my money, I don’t  
           need it.”  Keep the lid down and the door closed! 

Living Rooms 
a Living rooms should be set up for conversation.  It is the room where “living” (being with loved ones, communicating,  
           enjoying good company) is supposed to take place. 
a Seating should be set up fairly close together and in a manner that allows for all to see everyone else in the room. 
a Living rooms should be inviting, clutter-free and cozy.  Furniture set far apart or seating that is all lined up along the walls  
           does NOT encourage “living” or togetherness. 
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Bedrooms 
a Bedrooms are the lungs of the home.  This is where deep breathing (relaxation) should take place every day. 
a Bedrooms are for rest and regeneration. They should be at the back of the home where the energy is more Yin. 
a If possible, there should be no visible beams over the bed, as the weight of beams overhead when one is at rest can  
           promote ill-health.  If visible beams do exist over the bed try to line the bed up vertically with the beams.  Horizontal  
           beams are not good overhead.  You can hang items like a string of small lights, paper mache’ decorations or small 
           bamboo flutes along the beam to lighten the weighty feeling of them overhead.   
a Every bed should have a headboard or simulated headboard.  When we rest at night the energy from the universe enter  
           our bodies through the tops of our heads. Too much cosmic intake can be over-stimulating and provide a poor sleep  
           experience.  Headboards help to filter this energy, providing a feeling of security allowing us to rest easy. 
a Nothing should be stored underneath the bed.  Captain’s bed with drawers and/or storage space are not good  
           energetically.  Storing anything underneath the bed energetically promotes underhanded, sneaky or backstabbing  
           behavior from others.   Ideally, underneath the bed should be clear.  Find somewhere else to store your shoes and  
           winter clothes. 
a Bedrooms should be free of electrical items like TV’s, radios and electrical alarm clocks.  As mentioned before, outside  
           energies enter into our bodies mainly through the tops of our heads when we rest. Therefore; electromagnetic waves  
           enter our heads during sleep as well and do damage to our body’s delicate systems.  If you have a TV or other electronics  
           in you bedroom, either remove them or unplug them before you sleep.  Alarm clocks should wind up or be battery- 
           operated.  If not removed, all electronics must be at least four feet away from the bed (preferably four feet from the foot of  
           the bed). 

Other Notes 
a The most uncomfortable tables are glass tables.  You unconsciously worried about breaking them.  Fear of breaking or  
           cracking your hosts table is at the forefront of a guest’s mind and takes their attention away from the conversation or  
           activity. 
a When choosing your home, be sure the top of the window frame is taller than the tallest member of the family.  Short  
           window frames give taller resident and guest the feeling of being weighed upon or crushed in the home.  
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